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ABSTRACT

Strong in-cloud electric fields align ice particles that can be observed with polarization diversity radars.

Radar data collected in the simultaneous transmission mode, wherein horizontally and vertically polarized

waves are simultaneously transmitted and received (SHV), and in a mode whereby a single-polarization wave

is transmitted and dual (orthogonal)-polarization waves are received simultaneously [linear depolarization

(LDR) mode] are analyzed. The necessary time delay between the SHV and LDR modes for our radar was

about 1–4min. The data show that the areas of canted crystals from the LDRmode are larger than those from

the SHVmode, thereby indicating that the LDRmode is more sensitive to canted ice cloud particles than the

SHV mode. The data also demonstrate that the differential phase and correlation coefficient in the LDR

mode are indicative of canted cloud crystals and that these variables often aremore sensitive to canted crystals

than the linear depolarization ratio studied earlier. Rapidly scanning radars such as those with a phased array

antenna could operate sequentially in the SHV and LDR modes and thus better detect cloud volumes

characterized by enhanced electric fields.

1. Introduction

Dual-polarization radars are capable of observing

cloud areas of ice crystals canted by strong in-cloud

electric fields. Such areas were first observed using radars

with circular polarization (CP) (Hendry and McCormick

1976; Hendry and Antar 1982; Krehbiel et al. 1991, 1992,

1996, 2005;Metcalf 1995). Itwas shown that the correlation

coefficient and differential phase in the differential

signal channel exhibited temporal alternations, whichwere

related to abrupt changes in orientations of ice particles

caused by electric fields. Strong depolarized signals have

also been observed in satellite communication links when

thunderstorms occurred along signal paths. Fast temporal

variations in the signals have also been explained by al-

ternations in orientation of cloud crystals caused by light-

ning changing in-cloud electric fields (e.g., Furuta et al.

1985 and citations therein). Caylor and Chandrasekar

(1996) used radar with alternate polarizations to observe

correlated temporal variations of the linear depolarization

ratio LDR and specific differential phase KDP, which were

attributed to changes in particles’ orientations caused by

electric fields. Ice particles align with a direction of an
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enhanced electric field, which typically have a significant

vertical component. Such fields cant particles relative to

their mean horizontal orientation in weak electric fields.

Therefore, the terms canted and aligned are frequently

used interchangeably in the literature on propagation

of radar waves in thunderstorms.

Effects related to canted cloud crystals have also been

observed by radars operating in the simultaneous mode,

wherein horizontally and vertically polarized waves are

simultaneously transmitted and received (SHV mode;

Ryzhkov and Zrnić 2007; Hubbert et al. 2014a,b; Weber

et al. 2017a; Biggerstaff et al. 2017). Differential re-

flectivity ZDR and KDP measured in the SHV mode

may experience temporal and spatial variations, which

are attributed to varying canting of ice cloud particles

caused by varying in-cloud electric fields.

Canted ice crystals depolarize return radar signals.

One can expect to observe the depolarization effects

more clearly with radars operating in the circular

polarization mode or in a mode in which a wave at a

single-linear polarization is transmitted and waves at

both orthogonal polarizations are simultaneously re-

ceived [linear depolarization (LDRmode)]. In the LDR

mode, the depolarized wave is not masked by a strong

wave at the orthogonal polarization as it is in the SHV

mode. One of the aims of our study is to compare the

capabilities of detecting areas of canted ice crystals in

the SHV and LDRmodes.We also compare sensitivities

of LDR, the cross-polar correlation coefficient, and

differential phase to detect areas of canted crystals.

The most popular polarization mode at present is the

SHV, which has been recommended for a new genera-

tion of weather radars based on phased array antenna

technology (Zrnić et al. 2007). The new weather radar

should be capable of tracking aircrafts and making

weather measurements simultaneously (e.g., Weber et al.

2017b). Electrified cloud areas are a hazard for aviation,

military, and commercial space launch activities. Thus,

the capability to detect such areas is important for avia-

tion safety. Phased array radars could be capable of op-

erating in different modes, including SHV, LDR, and CP.

Here, radar data obtained in the SHVandLDRmode are

analyzed to determine potential advantages of the LDR

mode in detecting cloud areas of canted ice crystals.

2. Radar observations

From 2005 to 2008, the WSR-88D KOUN located in

Norman, Oklahoma, could be switched between the

SHV and LDR modes, with the switch between wave-

guides taking 1–4min. In the SHV mode, reflectivity

Z, Doppler velocity V, spectrum width W, ZDR, differ-

ential phaseFDP, and copolar correlation coefficient rhv

were collected. In the LDRmode, fields ofZ,V,W,LDR,

differential phase FXP, and cross-polar correlation co-

efficient rxh were collected. Equations for all these

variables can be found, for instance, inDoviak andZrnić

(2006, section 8.5.2) and in Bringi and Chandrasekar

(2001, section 2.3.3). To reduce noise influence in areas

of weak signals, the lag-1 estimators of all polarimetric

variables have been employed (Melnikov 2006; Melnikov

and Zrnić 2007). With the lag-1 estimators, it is possible to

obtain accurate polarimetric variables in larger cloud

areas than with the traditional lag-0 estimators. This is

because at low SNRs found in the cloud periphery, the

traditional estimators can be biased by noise, whereas

the lag-1 estimators are not. Sophisticated radial-by-radial

noise estimation can be used to correct the traditional

estimators (e.g., Ivić et al. 2014), but it is not done in this

study for the sake of simplicity and rigor.

To compare the fields of radar variables, vertical cross

sections (RHIs) through cores of thunderstorms were

made in the SHV and LDR modes with a time delay of

1–4min between the modes. This time is large in com-

parison with that of some electrification processes in

thunderstorms, for example, lightning discharge, which

can drastically alter the electric field distribution in a

fraction of a second. Cloud polarization patterns can

change on time scales from seconds to tens of minutes.

On one hand, in radar observations by Metcalf (1995),

Krehbiel et al. (1996, 2005), Caylor and Chandrasekar

(1996), and Weber et al. (2017a), the changes in radar

patterns occurred in tens of seconds. On the other hand,

Biggerstaff et al. (2017) and Melnikov et al. (2009) ob-

served radar patterns with a time scale of minutes. The

KDP patterns observed by Biggerstaff et al. (2017) lasted

for tens of minutes. Clearly, the delay of 1–4min be-

tween SHV and LDR in our observations will not

support unambiguous conclusions on polarization pat-

tern differences, which would be observed if the mea-

surements were simultaneous. However, we believe that

the consistent observations presented in this work pro-

vide credible evidence as to the enhanced sensitivity of

the LDR mode in detecting volumes of electrically

canted crystals.

An example of data from the SHV and LDRmodes is

shown in Fig. 1. The KDP field (Fig. 1) exhibits a large

area of negative values at the top of the thunderstorm,

which indicates that ice particles were primarily verti-

cally oriented. A contour of the area of negative KDP,

which is defined with a radial extent of at least 4 km

having KDP , 20.18km21, is overlaid (black curve) on

the other panels. The length of 4 km was chosen to be

twice as long as the scale of KDP calculations to reduce

small-scale fluctuations in the KDP values caused by

nonuniform beam filling. The negativeKDP values in the
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area suggest the presence of strong, vertically oriented

electric fields in that area. The rhv field is featureless,

while both the LDR and rxh fields exhibit high values in

that area, confirming the presence of canted crystals.

Values of FXP fluctuate widely in rain and in areas

where ice crystals are not preferentially aligned or flut-

tering. We explain this feature in section 3. In areas of

canted crystals, FXP values fluctuate much less and ex-

hibit more uniformity (the green areas in Fig. 1). Values

of FXP depend on the shape and orientations of ice

particles and the differential phase in the receiving path

of the radar; this makes interpretation of FXP values

difficult. To reveal areas with canted crystals, we look

for areas with uniformFXP values. Combining the areas

of high LDR ($225 dB) and rxh ($0.5) with that of

uniform FXP (the green zone), we can conclude that

LDR mode reveals a larger area of canted crystal than

that obtained in the SHV mode. Similar situations are

shown in the online supplemental material in Figs. S1–

S3. Also, note a greenish area in theFXP panel (Fig. 1) in

the trailing MCS at distances from 30 to 60km and at

heights over 10 km above the ground. We suggest that

the electric field is sufficiently strong to cant the particles

there. This area was not detected in the SHV mode.

In thunderstorms, graupel is frequently present above

the melting layer along with ice crystals. Enhanced in-

cloud electric fields can cant the crystals, but they have

no impact on graupel. In such cases, the LDR values will

have a contribution from the canted crystals that can be

observable in the LDR mode. In the SHV mode, the

radar variables will be heavily biased by graupel and the

canted crystals cannot be observed.

Characteristics of the timing, development, and signal

amplitude of the very high-frequency (VHF) radiation

mapped by lightning mapping arrays, such as the one

installed inOklahoma (Thomas et al. 2001; MacGorman

et al. 2008; Barth et al. 2015), can be used to identify

which signals were received from lightning channels

propagating through a negative charge region and

which were from channels propagating through a

positive charge region (Rison et al. 1999; Coleman et al.

2003; Rust et al. 2005; MacGorman et al. 1981, 2001,

2008). By mapping the sources produced in each charge

region by many flashes over a period of several minutes,

one can estimate the geometries of the ambient charge

regions involved in lightning activity. Because the

amplitude of VHF signals from channels propagating

in negative charge tends to be much smaller than that

from channels propagating in positive charge, the

geometry of negative charge regions estimated by this

technique is defined less clearly than the geometry of

positive charge regions.

The gross charge structures within the thunderstorm

obtained from the VHF Oklahoma Lightning Mapping

FIG. 1. RHIs collected on 26 Jun 2007 at (top) 1202 UTC in the SHVmode and (middle) 1205 UTC in the LDRmode at an azimuth of

2098. The outer contour of the negativeKDP area (the black contour) is superposed on the other fields for comparison. (bottom left) TheZ

field, and it is the same from both modes. (bottom center) The KDP field is obtained in the SHV mode. (bottom right) The gross vertical

electric charge structure inferred from the OKLMAVHF radiation source data along the same azimuth angle. The brown contour in this

panel denotes the reflectivity echo boundary.
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Array (OKLMA) exhibit a typical tripole (the bottom-

right panel in Fig. 1). The positive (negative) charges are

shown with red (blue) dots and unresolved charges are

shown with green dots. The charge structure has been

obtained from lightning flashes that occurred during the

acquisition of radar data in the SHV and LDR modes.

The gross tripole charge structure evolves much more

slowly than the local magnitudes of electric fields causing

lightning initiation and represents a quasi-static config-

uration, with the largest electric field magnitudes on av-

erage being in the regions the text mentions. The charge

increases in some part of that charge distribution (most

likely the part near or adjacent to updrafts) until electrical

breakdown occurs. The resulting lightning flash effec-

tively neutralizes part of the charge in a positive region

and part in a negative region, thereby causing a rapid

change in the electric field, and the change would tend to

be largest near the flash initiation point. Flash initiation

points would tend to be distributed along the interfaces

between the positive or negative charge or possibly above

the uppermost charge region or below the lowermost

charge region because electric field magnitudes tend to

be larger just outside a charge region there than inside it.

But each flash in a large storm would neutralize only a

portion of the charge, so the orientation and magnitude

of the field aligning the ice crystals will change.

A different situation is displayed in Fig. 2, where the

ZDR and FDP fields do not reveal canted particles. The

variations in theZDR field at the top of the thunderstorm

could be due to a mixture of particle habits, and some

decrease in the ZDR field at distances beyond about

90 km could be due to differential attenuation. The FDP

field exhibits a typical pattern, where the phase increases

with range, and there are no well-pronounced enhanced

areas of negative KDP. The rhv field is featureless at the

top. In contrast, the three polarimetric variables of the

LDR mode point to the presence of canted particles at

the top of the thunderstorm. Areas of enhanced LDR

and rxh are well pronounced and fairly uniform areas of

FXP are observed. This case supports the conclusion that

the LDRmode is more sensitive to canted particles than

the SHV mode. Similar cases are shown in Figs. S4–S6.

Comparing theLDR,FXP, and rxh fields, one can see that

the extent of the FXP fields is larger than the extent of

the other two. Thus, FXP is more sensitive to canted

crystals than LDR and rxh.

We have analyzed 19 cases with observations in the

LDR and SHV modes separated by a few minutes. In all

these cases, areas of canted particles observed in the LDR

mode were larger than those observed in the SHV mode.

While our observations do not prove that LDR patterns

are always larger than those from SHV mode if obtained

simultaneously, we suggest that the consistency of the

above result strongly suggests that the LDRmode ismore

sensitive overall to areas of canted crystals than is SHV.

When comparing areas of variables obtained from the

different modes, it is necessary to account for propagation

effects. In the SHV mode, declining ZDR values along a

radial can be due to differential attenuation. In the LDR

mode, incident radiation is depolarized in areas of canted

crystals, so radiation beyond such areas contains a verti-

cally polarized component coherent with the horizontally

polarized wave. This component may increase the LDR

and rxh from resolution volumes beyond the canted crystal

region. If rxh values increase along a radial (e.g., Figs. 1, 2,

S2, and S3), then such areas contain canted crystals be-

cause depolarization increases. The extension of areas

with canted crystals can also be estimated in a direction

orthogonal to radar beams. Considering both features,

we conclude that the LDR mode reveals larger areas of

canted crystals than the SHVmode. Therefore, the LDR

mode is more sensitive to the particles’ alignment than

the SHV mode because depolarized radiation in the

LDR mode is not masked by a strong scattered wave at

orthogonal polarization as it is in the SHV mode.

It is also evident from these data that the areas of

canted crystals obtained from ZDR and KDP patterns in

the SHV mode have spatial offsets that can be due to dif-

ferent sensitivities of these variables to canted crystals and

to the propagation effects as well. The same holds forLDR,

FXP, and rxh variables in the LDR mode. Spatial offsets

are also obvious for the variables from the SHVandLDR

modes, which could be due to different sensitivities and

also a time delay between the SHV and LDR observa-

tions. The spatial offsets point to a possibility of getting

additional information on areas of canted crystals if the

SHV and LDR variables are obtained simultaneously,

for instance, with phased array radar as discussed later.

Areas of canted crystals in thunderstorms are often

located above strong reflectivity cores (Figs. 1–3 and

S1–S6), where appreciable updrafts exist. In several of

the cases analyzed herein,ZDR columns are also evident,

reinforcing this conclusion. At the tops of thunderstorms,

the updrafts diverge and become strongly turbulent as

suggested by the observed large radar spectrum widths

(Figs. S1–S7). The spectrum width shows the intensity of

relative motions of scatterers. Electric field magni-

tudes in the thunderstorms must be sufficiently strong

($50 kVm21) to align ice particles embedded in an

intense turbulent flow.

The data in Figs. 1 and 2, and S1–S6 were collected in

summer thunderstorms. Areas of uniform FXP and en-

hanced rxh have also been observed with KOUN in

winter storms. An example is in Figs. 3, where the LDR

field is almost featureless in the area of convection (at

distances of 70–90 km), but theFXP and rxh fields reveal
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canted particles, providing evidence of the presence of

electric fields. The enhanced LDR at heights 5–10km at

short distances from the radar are most likely due to

large stellar/dendrite particles because the FXP and rxh
fields do not indicate the presence of canted particles.

It is possible to measure ZDR, FDP, rhv, LDR, FXP,

and rxh simultaneously using radar that employs a mode

with alternate transmission of horizontally and vertically

polarized waves (AHV mode) and simultaneous recep-

tion of both polarizations (e.g., Zrnić 1991; Bringi and

Chandrasekar 2001, section 6.4.3). This mode cannot be

used for long-range surveillance at low elevation angles

because of the low pulse repetition frequency (PRF)

that would be needed to cover large distances, which on

the WSR-88D is over 450 km. Low PRFs reduce the

correlation between radar samples, thus degrading the

quality of polarimetric variables (Melnikov and Zrnić

2015). To achieve acceptable error estimates, the PRF

should be about 1000Hz at S-band frequency in the

AHV mode. Such a PRF could be utilized at higher

antenna elevations, where data are collected over sig-

nificantly shorter distances. Another approach to obtain

all polarimetric variables would be to switch between

the SHV and LDR modes at high antenna elevations.

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but at 1949 UTC (SHV mode) and 1953 UTC (LDR mode) 30 Jul 2007 at an azimuth of 3298.

FIG. 3. RHIs in the LDR mode collected in a winter storm at 0525 UTC 13 Feb 2007 at an azimuth of 1588.
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In such a case, the best estimates of all polarimetric vari-

ables can be obtained. Observations to short ranges in the

LDR mode could be used to obtain information about

the particles’ alignment near thunderstorm tops. Both

options, and possible other alternatives, might yield better

information about areas of canted crystals. Consideration

of these, however, is beyond the scope of this study.

3. Theoretical considerations

Consider rxh values in areas of canted crystals. The

geometry of scattering for the LDR mode is shown in

Fig. 4, where the incident radar wave E (red) is polar-

ized, as on KOUN, in the horizontal plane. The in-

cidence direction designated by the vector k makes the

angle g with the horizontal plane, where g is the eleva-

tion angle of the radar antenna. The orientation of the

ice crystal is characterized by two angles: the canting

angle u and the azimuthal angle u. In weak electric

fields, the crystal flutters in the air, so angle u varies in

the interval 08–3608 and the mean canting angle is 08.
A scatterer depolarizes the horizontally polarized in-

cident wave; the scattered wave therefore contains both

horizontally and vertically polarized components. The

amplitudes of these waves are proportional to the scat-

tering matrix elements Shh and Svh [e.g., Bringi and

Chandrasekar 2001, Eq. (2.53)], defined as

S
hh
5a

h
1Da sin2u sin2u, Da5a

v
2a

h
, (1a)

S
vh
5Da (sing sin2u sinu cosu1 cosg sinu cosu sinu) ,

(1b)

where ah and av are polarizabilities of the particle in the

horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, at hori-

zontal orientation of the particle. The correlation function

Rxh for the scattered waves is Rxh 5,Shh
* Svh., where the

angle brackets stand for temporal/ensemble averaging

and the asterisk denotes complex conjugate. Therefore,

R
xh
5

1

2
ha

h
*Da (sing sin2u sin2u1 cosg sin2u sinu)i

1
1

2
hjDaj2 (sing sin4u sin2u sin2u

1 cosg sin2u sin2u sin3u)i , (2a)

F
XP

5 arg (R
xh
), r

xh
5 jR

xh
j/(hjS

hh
ji2hjS

vh
j2i)1/2 , (2b)

L
DR

5 10 log(hjS
vh

2i/hjS
hh

2i) .�
�

�
� (2c)

If electric fields are not strong enough to affect the

alignment of ice particles, then the angles u and u vary

independently and, because u varies from 08 to 3608,
Rxh 5 0 and correspondingly rxh 5 0, which is the intrinsic

rxh. Radar data show that in weak electric fields rxh 5
0.2–0.3. This positive bias is a consequence of a finite

number of samples used in the estimation (Melnikov 2006).

At zero intrinsic rxh, the phase FXP fluctuates widely, as is

observed in radar data. The FXP, LDR, and rxh values

differently depend on Shh and Svh [see Eqs. (2b) and (2c)],

which in turn depend on the crystals’ habits, orienta-

tions, direction of electric forces, and angle of incident

radiation. Therefore, radar patterns relevant to canted

particles do not frequently coincide. Features in ZDR

and KDP fields also frequently exhibit spatial offsets,

which is also explained by their different dependences

on various parameters. For instance, KDP depends on

number concentration of scatterers, but ZDR does not.

An enhanced electric field reorients a particle so that

the axis along the particles’ longest dimension aligns

with the field, thus dampening variations in u and u: the

stronger the field, the smaller the variations in u and u.

This is why the intrinsic rxh coefficient increases in

electric fields. The phaseFXP is the argument ofRxh and

can have various values depending on the mean u and

u and on the radar viewing angle. Therefore, it is chal-

lenging to relate the measuredFXP to the microphysical

properties of ice crystals. But areas with low fluctuating

phases can reveal canted particles. The high rxh values

and the uniformity of FXP areas follow from damped

FIG. 4. Orientation of the ice particle (yellow) in the coordinate

system (black) centered at the radar resolution volume. The plane

XOY is horizontal. The line ON is orthogonal to the plane of the

particle. The canting angle is u. The line OM lies in the horizontal

plane. The incident radar wave is polarized in the horizontal plane.

The incident direction makes the angle g with the horizontal plane.
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variations in the u angle. The spatial variability of the

electric field vector’s orientation impacts the values of

rxh and FXP as well.

The linear depolarization ratio strongly depends on

the sizes and habits of ice particles and on their orien-

tations. That is why large LDR cannot be directly at-

tributed to canted crystals. The FXP and rxh strongly

depend on the orientations of crystals and therefore are

better indicators of canted particles than LDR.

To obtain the correlation function Rhv in the SHV

mode, the Shh element [Eq. (1a)] of the scattering matrix

should be correlated with the element Svv:

S
vv
5a

h
1Da(sing sinu cosu1 cosg cosu)2 . (3)

Then, Rhv 5,Shh* Svv . and for random u we obtain

R
hv
5 hja

h
2i1Re(ha

h
Da*i)C

1

�
�

1 jIm(ha
h
Da*i)C

2
1 hjDa 2iC

3
,

�
� (4)

F
DP

5 arg(R
hv
), r

hv
5 jR

hv
j/(hjS

hh
j2ihjS

vv
j2i)1/2 , (5)

C
1
5 12 J

1
/21 (3J

1
/22 1) sin2g , (6a)

C
2
5 (12 3J

1
/2) cos2g , (6b)

C
3
5 e2jct cosc

t
[J

1
2 J

2
1 (5J

2
/42 J

1
) sin2g] , (6c)

J
1
5 hsin2ui, J

2
5 hsin4ui , (6d)

where ct is the differential phase upon transmission

(Melnikov 2017). Phase ct was close to 278 in KOUN

in 2006–08. For a circular polarization, ct 5 6908 and
C3 5 0. In such a case, the modulus of Rhv decreases and

rhv decreases. A decrease in rhv at switching polarizations

from linear 458—that is, the in-phase SHV—to circular

polarization was observed by Krehbiel et al. (2005). It

follows from Eq. (5) that rhv exceeds 0.8 for ice particles

regardless of their orientations and phase ct. This is the

main reason why high correlation coefficients are ob-

served in clouds in the SHV mode and rhv fields are

featureless in areas of canted ice particles.

4. Discussion and conclusions

Canted ice cloud particles depolarize scattered and

propagated electromagnetic waves. Areas of canted cloud

crystals can be detected in both the simultaneous transmit

(SHV) and linear depolarization (LDR) radarmodes. The

radar data presented here show that the LDR mode de-

tects larger areas of canted crystals than the SHV mode

does. The LDRmode is thereforemore sensitive to canted

crystals. Canted crystals are detected in the SHV mode in

areas of well-pronounced negative KDP. Fields of copolar

correlation coefficient rhv are typically featureless in those

areas. In the LDR mode, all polarimetric variables—that

is, LDR, FXP, and rxh—are sensitive to canted crystals,

with the enhanced values of rxh and LDR and the values

of the phase FXP remaining somewhat uniform in areas

of canted particles. This is in contrast to areas of flut-

tering crystals, whereFXP fluctuates widely. Frequently,

areas of high rxh and uniform FXP are often larger than

areas of enhanced LDR, indicating that rxh and FXP are

more sensitive to canted crystals than LDR. The main

source of this feature is damped variations of particles’

orientations caused by in-cloud electric fields. The values

of rxh andFXP also depend on the spatial variability of the

orientation of the enhanced electric field vector.

The reason why the LDR mode is more sensitive to

canted crystals than the SHV mode is that the depolar-

ized radar wave in the LDR mode is not masked by a

strong backscattered wave at the same polarization as it

is in the SHV mode. The presented data show the ad-

vantages of the LDR mode in observing areas of canted

ice particles within summer and winter thunderstorms.

Therefore, a combination of data obtained in the SHV

and LDR modes could help to shed more light on

electric processes in clouds.

The gross charge structures in the analyzed cases

exhibit a typical tripole, which consists of a main nega-

tive charge at midlevels sandwiched in between two

layers of positive charge. Areas of canted crystals are

frequently observed near the tops of thunderstorms,

likely near or above the interface between the main

midlevel negative charge region and the upper positive

charge region, where in-cloud electric field magnitudes

often are large ($50kVm21; e.g., Marshall et al. 1995;

MacGorman and Rust 1998; Mansell et al. 2010; Fierro

et al. 2013). Near the top of thunderstorms, the updrafts

diverge and become strongly turbulent as evidenced

from the spectrum width fields. Turbulence disorders

the orientations of ice particles. Electric fields in thun-

derstorms have to be of certain strength to align ice

particles in intense turbulence. Turbulent air contains

eddies of various sizes, which affect particles’ orienta-

tions differently. Cho et al. (1981) and Weinheimer

and Few (1987) considered the orientations of pristine

ice particles in turbulent air in electric fields. They

concluded that the turbulence of scales close to the

Kolmogorov’s microscale weakly affects orientations of

ice particles. Larger turbulent vortices also affect the

orientations: ice particles should be oriented orthogonal

to the main air motion as in their free fall. The main

turbulent velocity can be of any direction and creates

torque that must be compared with electric torque.
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Klett (1995) estimated the variance in the orientations

of pristine ice particles for the Kolmogorov spectrum of

eddies in the absence of electric forces. To obtain de-

pendencies of the orientations on electric fields in

thunderstorms, radar data along with measurements of

the in-cloud fields should be analyzed. Measurements of

polarimetric variables of the SHV and LDR modes

would be beneficial for cloud physics, atmospheric

electricity, and aviation safety.

Possible future deployment of operational phased

array weather radar could deliver information on air-

craft and weather simultaneously (Stailey and Hondl

2016). The detection of electrified cloud areas is critical

for aviation safety. While the main data collection mode

for the new radar would likely be SHV, polarimetric

variables in LDR mode could be obtained in order to

better detect electrified areas. Arguably, the alternate

polarization mode could be envisaged as an option for

that, but the best quality of radar variables is obtained in

the genuine SHV and LDR modes. The LDR mode

could be operated for a short period of time near cloud

tops. Obtaining all polarimetric variables with a good

quality would enhance the capability of the new radar to

detect areas of ice crystals canted by strong in-cloud

electric fields. Note that it will be necessary to account

for the cross-polarization introduced by phased array

antenna element patterns when the beam is scanned out

of the principal planes. Array calibration and polarization

correction techniques are a major thrust of ongoing po-

larimetric phased array radar research and will be critical

in achieving the capabilities discussed in this paper.
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